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ABSTRACT
The successful NuSTAR telescope was fabricated with thin glass mirrors formed into conic shapes by thermal slumping
of thin glass sheets onto high precision mandrels. While mirrors generated by this process have very good figure, the
best mirrors to date have a resolution limited to ~7 arc sec, due primarily to mid-range scale spatial frequency errors.
These mid-range errors are believed to be due to clumping and particulates in the anti-stick coatings used to prevent
sticking between mandrel and mirrors. We have developed a new slumping process which avoids sticking and surfaceinduced mid-range error by floating hot glass substrates between a pair of porous air bearing mandrels through which
compressed nitrogen is forced. We report on the design and testing of an improved air bearing slumping tool and show
results of short and long slumping cycles.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in high-resolution x-ray mirror technology has brought within reach a powerful new x-ray telescope
concept—the X-ray Surveyor [1]. This proposed mission would have comparable angular resolution to Chandra but with
some 30 times the collecting area, a much wider field of view, and spectrometers with many times improved spectral
resolution. NASA has recently called for community study of such a mission for consideration by the 2020 Decadal
Survey. An X-ray Surveyor would address a broad range of science questions and thus has an excellent chance of
appealing to a broad swath of the astrophysics community.
In order for this mission concept to move forward, it is absolutely essential to demonstrate the proposed lightweight
0.5 arc-second telescope optics. Unfortunately, the current state of technology allows a convincing demonstration only
for a ~10 arc sec telescope [2, 3]. While the field is rapidly progressing, the required 20X improvement in resolution
demands a re-doubling of effort and could benefit from fresh perspectives and alternative approaches.
A number of groups in the US, Europe and Japan are pursuing innovations in lightweight high resolution x-ray
telescopes. These technologies can be divided into three basic categories: pore optics, full shell optics and segmented
optics. A review by O’Dell et al. summarizes the different approaches [2].
Pore optics are being pursued in Europe for the Athena mission [4]. This technology uses machined and bonded
silicon wafers to form an array of pores which concentrate x-rays to a focal spot. Pore optics have the advantage of light
weight, but progress towards Athena’s goal of 5 arc sec has been slow. Diffraction from pores also limits the ultimate
resolution.
Full shell optics utilize thin ring-shaped shells of glass [5], metal [6], ceramics, composites or other materials [7].
While these technologies are promising, they may be difficult to scale to the 3 m aperture of an X-ray Surveyor.
Segmented optics utilize small rectangular mirrors (ranging from 100-300 mm on a side) which are shaped into
Wolter conic curves and then assembled into wedge-shaped modules. These modules are then assembled into the full
telescope aperture [1, 3, 8]. Many consider this approach promising for the Surveyor concept, mainly because of the
modular design’s scalability.

Thermal shaping (or slumping) of thin glass substrates for segmented mirrors is being developed in the US [3, 9]
and Europe [10, 11]. This proven thin-glass shaping technology was used to produce mirrors for the very successful
NuSTAR mission [12], which features a telescope with an angular resolution close to one arc minute. Technology for
slumping NuSTAR glass mirrors was originally developed by teams at Columbia University and the Lawrence
Livermore National Lab which was then further refined for mass production by a group at NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC). The GSFC group has further advanced this technology towards higher resolution, improving all aspects
of thin segmented mirror technology, including mandrel fabrication, thermal shaping, metrology and mirror assembly. A
group at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has also made significant contributions, including the
development of low-stress coatings [13]. Best x-ray test results to date for an assembled module with three-mirror pairs
is about 8.3 arc sec, which should be sufficient for a 10 arc sec telescope [3].
The thermal forming method developed by the GSFC group is illustrated in Fig. 1a (different approaches are being
pursued in Europe). A thin, flat piece of Schott D263 glass is placed on a precision mandrel which is then heated in an
oven to a temperature near the glass softening point (~600 C). The softened glass deforms under gravity load to conform
to the shape of the mandrel with high precision. The furnace is then slowly cooled and the mirror released. A powderbased anti-stick coating is applied to the mandrel to prevent the hot glass from sticking. While this process results in
mirrors with excellent fidelity over long spatial wavelengths, the RMS surface error is currently dominated by mid-range
spatial frequencies due to clumping and impurities in the anti-stick coating [9, 14]. The process also requires lengthy
thermal cycles of up to two days per mirror in order to achieve the highest fidelity replication.

(c)
Figure 1. (a) Depiction of GSFC thermal slumping process used to produce NuSTAR mirrors. A flat glass sheet (a) is thermally
softened and slumped over a precision mandrel (b). (c) Thermal slumping process developed at MIT. Glass is slumped against thin
cushions of air generated by a pair of pressurized porous mandrels.

Our laboratory has recently developed an alternative approach for thin glass slumping that seeks to avoid the mid- and
high-spatial frequency surface errors that plague conventional approaches [15, 16]. Glass sheets are slumped between
thin cushions of air (10-50 µm thick) generated by opposing pairs of pressurized porous ceramic mandrels (see Fig. 1b).
While the fidelity over long spatial wavelengths is not as good as achieved with the GSFC approach, the resulting
mirrors are devoid of the mid-range errors caused by the anti-stick coating. We have proposed to correct residual longrange errors after slumping using a deterministic figure correction scheme such as ion-implant stress or differential
deposition (see Fig. 2) [6, 16, 17].
Mid-range spatial frequency errors in thin optics pose a serious impediment to further progress towards sub-arc sec
telescopes. Mid-range errors are difficult to correct by proposed post-figure correction schemes, including active
methods such as PZT actuated mirrors [18]. We believe that a mirror figuring approach based on air-bearing slumped
glass is capable of producing mirrors with low mid-range errors, which we believe will be essential for success with all
proposed post-figure correction schemes.

Figure 2. Proposed mirror fabrication process. Flat glass is slumped to achieve a figure close to the desired shape, but with very low
mid-range spatial frequency errors. A deterministic post-figure correction technique such as ion implant or differential deposition is
used to correct remaining figure errors.

2. RECENT PROGRESS WITH AIR BEARING SLUMPING
Recent effort in our lab has focused on improving the reliability and control of our current flat substrate slumping tool,
shown in Fig. 3. This tool was designed as a test bed for exploring various control strategies and sensor/actuator
concepts. Since the glass floats on a film of air, it is inherently unstable and needs to be somehow manipulated to stay in
the bearing. The control system’s job is to maintain the glass sheet near the bearing center during the entire thermal
cycle. This task is challenging due the high temperatures (up to 600 C), rapid thermal cycles (20 C to 600 C and back in
just a few hours), and 24/7 operation, requiring repetition of this process several times a day for many weeks or months.
This challenge was sufficiently difficult that we elected to develop and debug the process first using flat substrates. Flats
are also much easier to work with and measure and the bearings are less costly to fabricate. We plan to use lessonslearned in the flat substrate campaign to apply to future tools that will slump the curved optics of Wolter-type mirrors. In
Section 4 we discuss a prototype tool for slumping curved optics which is now being built and tested.
Significant progress has been made in a number of technical areas, including a completely re-designed bearing
assembly, development of more accurate and reliable sensors and actuators, more precise bearing gas flow controls, and
improved control algorithms. These have resulted in a number of benefits, including much higher system reliability,
fewer glass “crash” events, quicker slumping cycles, and more consistent run-to-run results. Here we discuss these
improvements in detail as well as present some recent results.
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Figure 3. (a) Photograph of slumping tool with view of top mandrel and load plate, tip-tilt flexure stage, and mirror position fiber
sensors. (b) Depiction of slumping tool nitrogen gas control system. Top and bottom bearing plenum pressures are measured with
capacitance manometers and controlled using mass flow controllers. The position of the floating sheet in the bearing is controlled by
tilting the bearing around the X and Y axes. High temperature Inconel bellows fed by pressure controllers tilt the bearing to control
the glass position. LabVIEW software provides digital control of the tool.

The slumping system shown in Fig. 3 utilizes a pair of porous silicon carbide mandrels, each mandrel comprised of a
precision flat-ground bearing plate bonded to a plenum cavity using a high temperature adhesive. Fig. 4a shows a
broken mandrel revealing the plenum cavity which is fed pressurized nitrogen by a stainless steel inlet. The tool
software controls mirror position in the bearing by using a simple two-axis tip-tilt technique (see Fig. 3a). Mirror
position is measured using

a fiber-based position sensing method (see Fig. 4b). Bearing tilt is performed with a two-axis flexure tip-tilt stage
actuated by high-temperature Inconel bellows. Pressure actuators are used to control the extension of X and Y tilt
bellows (see Fig. 3b). The pressure in the top and bottom bearings is measured by capacitance manometers and
controlled using mass flow controllers. Since the viscosity of air changes by ~2.5X between room temperature and
600 C, the flow rate needs to be constantly adjusted to achieve the target bearing pressure (typically 0.01-0.05 psi).
Substrate position sensing, actuation, and bearing pressure control are performed using a LabVIEW-based feedback
control system.
An important recent advance was the replacement of nickel-clad fibers with gold-clad fibers. During early trials we
used copper-clad fibers which became brittle after only one thermal cycle. We then developed a fiber nickel coating
process which prevented copper oxidation and allowed fibers to be used for multiple slumping cycles. Eventually,
however, these fibers also become brittle to the point where essentially every slumping run requires extensive fiber
testing and replacement. Due to this problem, and other reliability issues, accomplishing even a single slumping run a
week required a great deal of effort. Gold-clad fibers have recently become available (Fiberguide Industries) which have
virtually eliminated thermal degradation and enabled quick and simple sample replacement cycles between slumping
runs. It has become commonplace for us to achieve three slumping runs per day, and higher rates should be possible.
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Figure 5. (a) Photograph of broken mandrel showing bearing plate and plenum cavity. The bearing and plenum are fabricated from
porous silicon carbide pieces which are bonded together using a high temperature adhesive. (b) Fiber-based position sensing used in
slumping tool. Input fibers deliver light to illuminate the edges of the glass substrates. A laterally moving substrate gradually blocks
light from entering receiver fibers, resulting in a low-noise position measurement by measuring total received light intensity.

3. RECENT SLUMPING RESULTS
Recent improvements have enabled a large jump in the rate of slumping trials. Since June of this year, when gold fibers
were first installed, we have conducted over 60 slumping runs. During these tests we used 100 mm-diameter, 550 µmthick Schott D263 wafers. Only a snapshot of results can be presented here.
Fig. 6a shows temperature data from a six-hour run, wherein the duration of time when the glass was at the 550 C
set point dwell temperature was less than an hour. It is remarkable that significant glass flattening is observed for short
dwells at temperatures just slightly above D263’s strain point (529 C). During slumping runs the floating substrate is
normally actuated to follow a small radius circle—a process called “dithering.” This technique allows direct visual
confirmation of free-floating control during the entire run. Before we developed this technique, it was difficult to
distinguish a mirror under control from one which had somehow become stuck at a particular positon. Fig 6b shows
position data for a glass wafer taken during the peak temperature dwell.
Fig. 7a shows data obtained from a set of runs performed with 50 micron-thick gaps between glass and bearing
surfaces. Surface topographs were obtained using a deep-UV Shack-Hartmann tool [19]. We observe that unslumped
glass wafers typically have 50-90 microns peak-to-valley (P-V) surface height variation. Note the rapid drop of P-V for
peak dwell times up to ~0.4 hour, followed by a plateau. Fig. 7b shows a Shack-Hartmann topograph of a substrate
surface after a 0.4 hour slumping run. While the ~10 micron P-V is a great improvement over the initial shape, the large
amount of astigmatism suggests that the run was too short, or was not hot enough to drive to steady state. Fig. 8 shows
data obtained from two samples that were slumped for 16 hours with a 550 C peak temperature and 35 micron gap. A
repeatable sombrero shape was obtained for both samples, suggesting that steady-state was achieved.
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Figure 6. (a) Furnace temperature during a slumping run measured at several points near the mandrel. This particular cycle had a
peak temperature of around 550 C and peak dwell time of ~0.9 hours. (b) Plot of measured mirror position in the bearing during peak
temperature dwell. The control system actuates the hot substrate to follow a ~1 mm diameter “dither” circle with a period of ~3
minutes.
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Figure 7. (a) Slumping results using a 50 micron bearing gap and a dwell point set temperature of 550 C. Each dwell time trial was
performed with a different substrate. Rapid flattening occurs for dwells up to ~0.4 hour duration, which then slows for longer dwells.
(b) Shack-Hartmann surface topograph of substrate after an 0.4 hour slump dwell.
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Figure 8. Topographs for substrates slumped for 16 hours using a 35 micron bearing gap and a dwell temperature set point of 550 C.
(a) Sample G2015072002. (b) Sample G2015072003. Note progression of both samples to a very similar “sombrero” shape and P-V.

The steady-state dome shape which appears after long slumping runs is believed to be due to pressure dynamics in the
bearing. Modelling shows that the air pressure in the gap is highest at the bearing’s center and drops to zero at the rim.
The high pressure in the bearing middle generates a stiff restoring force, whilst the low pressure at the rim results in a
soft restoring force. Since the gravity load of the substrate is a constant, the edge is expected to sag more than the center,
yielding a dome shape. We do not fully understand, however, what is causing the mirror’s upward inflection at the rim.

4. SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS
We have developed a robust air bearing slumping tool which yields repeatable steady-state shapes with a P-V of
~10 microns at a gap of 35 microns. Modelling shows that smaller gaps should result in much lower P-V numbers which
we plan to pursue. The reliable design enables quick slumping runs and rapid sample changeover, achieving up to three
slumping runs per day with little maintenance. During the next year we plan to continue tests with the flat slumping tool
to more thoroughly explore the time-temperature-gap parameter space. These results will be used to further refine our
computer model of the system. We will fold the knowledge gained during these experiments into the design of a new
tool for slumping conical mirrors.
At this point the technology for slumping flat substrates has become sufficiently advanced to envision extension to
conical optics. To this end we are developing a test stand for slumping conical mirrors (see Fig. 9). The tool utilizes
porous graphite bearings with aluminum plenums and a tip-tilt stage for substrate position control. The tool is designed
for room temperature tests of substrate position sensor and actuator concepts which need to be validated in the conical
geometry. The tool will utilize NuSTAR flight spare mirrors for these tests. Lessons learned from this project will
inform the design of a new tool targeted for hot slumping.
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Figure 9. (a) Photograph of conical optic slumping test stand which is designed for room temperature tests. This prototype tool is
designed to test substrate position sensor and control concepts in a cylindrical geometry. (b) Detail of test stand showing porous
graphite air bearings, aluminum plenums and gap shims.
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